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As the current Managing Director of FirstMed-FMC Kft. and the 

CEO of its parent company, Dennis Diokno is responsible for the 

direction and growth of one of the leading providers of private 

medical services in Budapest. He successfully opened FirstMed, 

a clinic delivering high-quality medical care with outstanding 

customer service using a variety of methods to constantly 

monitor and improve its services in Budapest in 1999.  

His past experiences outside of Budapest have involved startup and management of 

projects throughout Europe and Asia; more specifically, he managed major projects 

in Moscow and Beijing. He started his career at the American Medical Center in 

Moscow as a marketing intern, and soon received promotion to marketing 

representative then to Marketing Director / Operations Manager. He marketed and 

sold AMC services to the Moscow expatriate community, assisted in the coordination 

of medical evacuations, and established a mortal remains repatriation service. 

He then moved on to the International Medical Center in Beijing, participating in the 

startup of the first American-style medical center in China. He served as the clinic’s 

first General Manager, hired and trained administrative and marketing staff, oversaw 

administrative, marketing, and medical operations, and achieved operating profit 

within six months. 

Prior to founding FirstMed, Dennis was a Consultant in the U.S. and worked with 

different companies to assess potential healthcare projects in China. He consulted 

on potential projects in Guangzhou and Hong Kong for Coastal Physician’s senior 

management. Dennis also assisted MEDEX Assistance Corporation in planning and 

opening its Beijing representative office, serving as the company’s Beijing Chief 

Representative. Dennis later returned to Europe to conduct a feasibility study of 

potential Central European clinic sites for the Chairman & CEO of a regional 

healthcare company (NASDAQ-listed). 

As a current member of the BCCH Council, Dennis has been very active and 

accomplished his main goal of reestablishing SME activities at the council. The SME 

breakfasts have been a great success. These have brought unique speakers who 

have shared valuable information with numerous BCCH members. Dennis’s 

successful experience in growing FirstMed from a pure startup 16 years ago to a 

consistently growing and profitable company will continue to benefit BCCH. He 

would like to continue working with BCCH especially to help entrepreneurs and small 

business owners by sharing FirstMed's proven and successful SME growth strategies. 


